Fitzgerald Talks to Public Speakers

Success in Engineering Work Depends Much Upon Cheerfulness

Mr. Desmond Fitzgerald's remarks to Public Speaking Monopoly were greatly appreciated by members of the section and by the few others who found it possible to attend. He spoke of his early experiences as an engineer, and of the qualities necessary for success in the profession. The engineer, said Mr. Fitzgerald, most frequently to be thrall to his college, he might be different from Mr. Fitzgerald. He thought particularly likely to be the case in municipal work. One of the chief personal qualities required for such conditions is cheerfulness. The speech was enriched with personal experience, and gave considerable insight into that important part of the engineer's work which consists in dealing with men.

POP NIGHT PROGRAM

Tech Songs and Light Opera Selections by Orchestra.

Friday's Pop Concert is on the high way to success. The program to be rendered by the orchestra will be given today and is as follows:

Dear Old I. M. T.
Guard Mount.
Faus.
Naughty Marietta.
Complete Soldier.
Chiquita Babes.
Stein Song.

Besides these selections the Orchestra may be persuaded to intersperse the program with two or three more Tech songs.

POP Night is entirely an informal affair, and the men attending are requested to join in the Tech songs as they are rendered. A large number of cents for tickets is to be supplied to apply to the refreshments only, the concert being wholly free. The tickets are now on sale by various men around the campus, and the program announcement will be postponed later.

THE MLK PROBLEM

Lecture by Romeau on Present Day Problem Today.

This afternoon, at 5 o'clock, the Lowell Institute will be opened in Huntington Hall. Milton J. Rosneau, Professor of Milk, will begin in Huntington Hall. The course of lectures on The Milk Question will begin in Huntington Hall. The lectures will follow principally those along which these experiments have been made, and will be a valuable addition to the scientific world.

Together with the interest of the subject is the fact that from a purely practical view was its great architectural value to coming engineers and architects. The course of lectures which these consider the subject very thoroughly and will be a valuable adjunct to the equipment of every institute man who will find it well worth his time to attend to it. The subject of the next lecture which will be given on Monday, December 9th, will be the "Transmission of Sound Through Building Structures.

SCULLY ELECTED.

Freshman Football Star Chosen Manager of Basketball.
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